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Bethany before Passover - John 12:1-11
Bethany is some 2 miles east of Jerusalem, close to the Mount of Olives and adjacent to the desert on the road to
Jericho. The last place as you leave Jerusalem, the first place when you arrive.
In Bethany is the home of Lazarus, Martha and Mary, a place of peace, rest and refuge. It is six days before the
Passover and the day before the triumphant ride into Jerusalem on what we call Palm Sunday. It is seven days
before the crucifixion. It is going to be a time of great trial and temptation as our Lord's life on earth comes to a
climatic close. But now it is time for a peaceful rest at his friends’ home in Bethany. It is just a short time since Jesus
has so wonderfully raised Lazarus from the dead.
So who is at this home in Bethany? Martha, Mary, Lazarus, Jesus and Judas Iscariot are certainly present, but we
can assume that some or all of the other disciples were also there so we can picture this dinner as quite a reception,
although maybe not all were able to have a place at table.
So lets look at each character in turn.
Jesus arrives at Bethany for a dinner in his honour. At the home of Mary, Martha and Lazarus he finds a place of
peace and rest, despite knowing what is ahead of him during the next 7 days. He is a very welcome guest and after
eating Mary anoints his feet with an expensive perfume. When Judas objects to the cost and says the money should
have been spent on the poor, Jesus rebukes him - “For the poor you always have with you, but you do not always
have me.”
Lazarus seems to play no special part in this story and yet he has recently been restored to life by Jesus. No doubt
the conversation around the table goes over the details of how Jesus had called him out of the tomb, from death to
life. Perhaps the disciples have time to question him closely on exactly what happened. But we can imagine Lazarus
sitting close to Jesus quietly and confidently aware of his presence.
(Continued on page 2)
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Mary is very much at the heart of this story. It was a
custom to wash a visitor’s feet when they entered a
house but Mary goes so much further than this. She
takes a large quantity of very expensive perfume, pours
it on Jesus' feet and then wipes them with her hair.
Nothing is too good for Jesus. Mary's love is deep and
full of concern. Perhaps she understands in some way
what the next few days will bring and wants to show her
love in the best way possible.
Martha is there almost in the background, busying
herself with the practical arrangements for the dinner for
her favourite guest and friend. She is so concerned to
get the basics right, to make sure Jesus' stay is
comfortable and that his body receives the strength it
needs to get through the week ahead. Martha serves
whilst the others eat and talk.
Judas stands out in this account as reacting strongly to
this apparent waste. He looked after the disciples’
money and as it says in the gospel "he used to help
himself to what was put in it". Poor Judas. He argues
that the money should have been spent on the poor but
really he wanted it for himself.
And what of the other disciples? We obviously don’t
know from what is written in the gospel but we can
safely assume that those who were present would have
acted in line with their characters as recorded
elsewhere.
So there we have it. Jesus is at a feast in Bethany and
is surrounded by those closest to him. It is a marvellous
picture showing us how our Lord prepared for the final
phase of his temptation and ultimate victory on the
cross.
But as with all passages in scripture it treats not just of
historical events, however important they might be, but
also of much deeper things in the Lord's life and also in
ours.

This picture of a home in Bethany where the Lord is
received as a guest is also a picture of our minds when
we receive the Lord into our lives and know that he will
bring us to new life.
The Lord is wanting to be a guest all the time. "Here I
am. I stand at the door and knock. If anyone hears my
voice and opens the door, I will come in and eat with
him, and he with me."
Martha, Mary, Lazarus, Judas and the other disciples
are like the different thoughts and affections we have
which are bound to be present when the Lord is really
with us.
There is Lazarus: our faith which needs to be really
alive and quietly and confidently aware of the Lords
saving power and presence.
There is Mary: our deep love for the Lord and his
teachings as they affect even the most basic things of
our lives.
There is Martha: our need to put love in action through
practical service to others, concerning ourselves with
their needs and not our own.
There is Judas: our selfishness which although very
much in evidence still does not prevent the Lord being
received.
And there are the other disciples: all the other
characteristics we have which are involved in some way
as we seek to follow the Lord.

So, as we look forward and prepare for Easter, we could
read John 12:1-11 and reflect, not only on this stage of
Jesus’ life, but also on what we need to do to make
Jesus an honoured guest in our lives.

Alan Misson

From the Writings ...
The Lord had two purposes in coming into the world,
redemption and the glorification of His Human; and by
these He saved both men and angels. These two
purposes are quite distinct, but still they are combined in
effecting salvation. The nature of redemption was
shown in the preceding paragraphs to be a battle
against the hells, their subjugation and afterwards the
ordering of the heavens. Glorification, however, is the
uniting of the Lord's Human with His Father's Divine.
This took place by stages and was completed by His
passion on the cross. For every person ought for his
own part to approach God, and the more nearly he does
so, the more closely does God on His side enter into
him. It is similar to the building of a church: its
construction by human hands must come first, and then
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afterwards it must be consecrated, and finally prayers
must be said for God to be present and unite Himself
with its congregation. The reason why the actual union
was fully achieved by the passion on the cross is that it
was the last temptation which the Lord underwent in the
world; and temptations create a link. In temptation it
looks as if a person is left to himself, but he is not, since
God is then most closely present in his inmost, and
secretly gives him support. When therefore anyone is
victorious over temptation, he is most inwardly linked
with God, and in this case the Lord was most inwardly
united with God His Father.
True Christian Religion 126,1

Sermons in Verse - On Zeal
We know that anger usually comes when we are thwarted
And stems from selfishness and is a sin.
But what of "righteous anger"? Is there such a thing?
We may think of our anger being righteous
If we are "in the right", but even then
Our thoughts are centred on ourselves, so we wish ill
To those on whom our anger falls, and that is wrong.
The only truly righteous anger, which we know as "zeal"
Does not wish harm to anyone, but seeks with charity
To better things for everyone, not just ourselves (1)
Even for those who have offended us or done us harm.
Such zeal was felt by Mandela, who sought by peaceful
means
To end the cruelties of apartheid
When others in the ANC committed
As great as those which they themselves endured.
Zeal also fired those Northern Irish ladies
Who took a stand against the men of violence
And helped the world to learn of sins committed
In the names of Gods whose very partisanship
Showed that they were false and came from Hell.

The zeal of Swedenborg, inspired as all true zealots are by
God,
Led him to challenge many ways where men,
Both in the Church and outside it, had given in
To selfishness and needed better guidance
In how God wished them to conduct their lives.
How can we channel our anger at the world's injustice
Into zeal to make it fairer for all men and women?
We can support campaigning charities with cash
And with our work as volunteers.
We can inform Members of Parliaments and Councillors
Of what we think they ought to do to make life
Better for all, even those whose every action
Leads well-intentioned victims to distraction.
But best of all is if we spread the truths we know
To permeate society like yeast in dough.
(1) Arcana Caelestia 8598,2

Jeff Lomax

And those who, having lost a loved one,
Did not rail at God and doctors, but set to
To found a charity which would help those who suffered
Or to raise funds better to fight disease –
They too had zeal, not anger or self-pity.

Autumn Studies
September 3rd to 7th 2007
Good News! Purley Chase will reopen this year after extensive modernisation and alterations and we shall
be having Autumn Studies from September 3rd to 7th.
The accommodation is in single en suite, twin en suite or family rooms, bedding and towels will be provided.
Prices are as follows
En suite rooms £32 per night or £128 for the duration of the course.
Family or dormitory rooms £24 per night or £96 for the whole time.
There are several rooms with facilities for disabled guests.
A deposit of £10 per person is required, and full payment a month before the start of Autumn Studies, that is
at the end of July.
Sessions will be led by the Rev Clifford Curry from Bournemouth. Free time each afternoon allows for trips to
local places of interest, or for walks in the beautiful countryside roundabout Purley.
I do hope you will be able to come. Bring your friends and enjoy that special ‘Purley Magic’.
Bookings and further information from:
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Mary Burnley
7 Harper Grove
Idle
Bradford
West Yorkshire BD10 8NX

Lost! - On the road to I’ve no-idea-where
This headline in a daily newspaper caught my eye; it
was an article describing a reporter’s experience with
satellite navigation, which was described as being this
year’s ‘must-have’ Christmas gift. His journey guided by
a disembodied voice nearly ended in disaster as the
system had a breakdown. He was rescued by a local
resident giving him directions – perhaps the modern
equivalent of the Good Samaritan.
Mankind down the ages has always used navigational
aids the most ancient of which are the stars! I did some
research on celestial navigation (thank you to Wikipedia
– the free internet encyclopaedia) and discovered over
the millennia the star that acts as the polestar changes
due to a slow change in the Earth’s axis. The current
one, Polaris, is aligned to the Earth’s North Pole and its
position in the night sky doesn’t change, hence it is a
dependable indicator of the direction of north. In
ancient times if you were leaving behind your familiar
landmarks, the sky became a map, using the pattern of
stars and in particular the position of the polestar.
In our modern cities and urban way of life we no longer
depend on the stars – perhaps we no longer notice
them in the night sky and if we do their beauty is
obscured by light pollution. So our appreciation and
experience of their brightness on a clear dark sky is
diminished. Have you every experienced looking up at
the vast dome of the night, with the radiance of planets
far distant from us yet shining in our world? The
contrast of the density and immensity of the darkness
and the light of the stars and moon is marked and awe
inspiring.
Recently I was going through boxes of stuff hidden
away in the wardrobe and came across a homemade
Christmas card – a star shape cut out of a deep blue
coloured card and backed with white material, and

written inside were the words “and when they saw the
star, they were overjoyed.” This is of course from the
wise men’s story in Matthew’s gospel.
What stuck me afresh was the adjective overjoyed.
Imagine the 3 magi on a journey to an unknown
destination and their only surety – a star, seen in the
night sky. They were seeking a Messiah, the source of
their hopes for a new future and they set out following
and searching for guidance. Seemingly at times their
view of this guiding star was obscured. So imagine their
overwhelming relief and gladness when they once again
saw it illuminating their darkness. They must have felt
this to be an affirmation of their trust, a sense of being in
the right place at the right time. It was affirming their
risky journey and their search. Finally they had found
what they were seeking – the child.
This was a birth.
In the story we have a journey; involving the trials of the
unknown, taking risks, an attitude of seeking for
something more, perhaps a recognition of something
lacking. A guiding light gives direction in the darkness of
the night. At times we all experience an inner darkness
of our spirit; we can identify times of desolation, being
lost and not knowing in which direction to turn. What
brings us out of this darkness and gives a sense of
direction? What motivates us to overcome our fears and
anxieties that paralyse, to move from what is familiar to
begin a journey in a completely different direction? What
is our ‘star’ by which we navigate the hazards of this
inner spiritual journey?
Down the ages there are individuals who ‘shine out’ with
qualities of courage, honesty and compassion; such
people as Martin Luther King or Mother Theresa who
stand as icons or put another way, they stand as
witnesses to God-like attributes, such as love and
wisdom. They certainly had to make life choices,
choices that led them away from their comfort zones!
Such individuals become way markers for other people.
What do I mean by ‘way markers’? In a sense they
illuminate the journey or path that each of us can
choose. They can be a signpost pointing us in the
direction of God’s love and wisdom and the kind of life
that is filled with this energy.
My little day-to–day routines seem a long way off from
the likes of Martin Luther King. However each choice we
make – a word, gesture, a change of attitude or a way
of being can be a vehicle for communicating the Lord’s
love if we allow it to be so. It doesn’t need to be world
shaking! Often the effects are unseen by us but known
only to the Lord. Our essential choice comes down to
whether we put ego or God at the centre of our
endeavours. On one level it sounds simple – but people
and life is complex. Perhaps we can take comfort from
this ancient Buddhist expression:
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“If we are facing in the right direction, all we
have to do is to keep walking”
What the magi were following is a star. In Arcana
Caelestia, stars are an image of what we know to be
good and to be true, the principles that we live by and
guide our decisions. And furthermore Swedenborg
writes that angels seen from a distance in the heavens
can shine as stars due to the truth and good they
receive from the Lord. In the darker phases of our lives,
when we are lost and perhaps feeling isolated, it is
these values and principles that grant us a focus and
direction.
Yet we don’t necessarily understand where they will
lead us. Like the magi we need to take our courage and
travel into the unknown, we have to take a risk trusting
only in the direction of the truth we know and value. It is
about allowing not controlling. It involves following a
principle, a belief system, and an ideal – when there
seems to be no other guidance or clarity – in a state of
darkness. Such acts can light up the sky. Following the
star is never about one’s image, or achievement, rather
it’s about doggedly keeping faith in all that is just, true
and loving in our lives. These things come from the
Lord. And they are not under our control. Our part is to
desire and long for them with all our heart, mind and
soul. As the book of Daniel tells us: “Those who are
wise will shine like the brightness of the heavens, those
who lead many to righteousness, like the stars for ever
and ever.” Daniel 12:3
What principles do you follow? What values do you hold
dear?
What gives you hope and direction in the dark places in
your life?
This was a birth.
But a birth can be seen as the other side of a death.
T.S.Eliot expresses this in his poem ‘Journey of the
Magi’ All this was a long time ago, I remember,
And I would do it again, but set down
This set down
This: were we led all that way for
Birth or Death? There was a Birth, certainly,

We had evidence and no doubt. I had seen birth
and death,
But had thought they were different; this Birth
was
Hard and bitter agony for us, like Death, our
death.
We returned to our places, these Kingdoms,
But no longer at ease here, in the old
dispensation,
With an alien people clutching their gods.
I should be glad of another death.
This leads us to reflect what must ‘die’ to make space
for the new spirit which is to be born within us. Birth –
giving birth involves labour, hard work. A giving up of
those things which we have pursued, perhaps selfimage, complacency, a need to be right or in control.
The list could be endless. The crux of the matter is that
they have occupied centre stage in our living, they are
the ‘old gods’ spoken in the poem above.
Can we override our own wants to allow the birth of a
new spirit of love, light and peace?
Inevitably there will be occasions when we feel this is
not possible. This journey is difficult, it is a struggle at
times and we are frail and human. However if we look
forward to the last book of the Bible there is a promise:
“I will also give him the morning star.”(Rev.1:28) This
promises us the peace and blessedness of the
experience of feeling whole and in a space where our
inner self and outward persona and life work as one.
Everything flows freely and we can be fully the person
we were created to be – no longer fragmented and at
odds with ourselves but filled by the Lord’s energy of
love and wisdom.
In this experience the Lord has become our ‘Bright and
Morning Star’ which is found in the very last chapter of
the Bible – truly a homecoming beyond our present
comprehension. This is the destination that our star was
guiding us towards, but now instead of our knowledge of
truths, our guiding principles, we are intimately
connected with the one source of all that is loving and
wise. It is His face that is before us and ‘There will be no
more night.’
Helen Brown

Spiritual Wisdom - A brief update

Recent additions include:

At the beginning of February 2007 the web site was
made up of the following:

Spiritual Retreat

Home Page
Main Section Pages
Topic Pages
Support Pages
Swedenborg pages
Theological Works pages
Hopeful Year pages
Pictures/Illustrations
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1
7
71
5
4
12
55
99

A page which introduces the concept of a spiritual
retreat and then provides a link to the Purley Chase web
site.
Spiritual Journey
An Introduction and then 7 pages covering the spiritual
journey of regeneration as described in Genesis 1.

New Church Revolution and Evolution
1789 - 2007
The Annual Meeting of the General Conference of the New Church in 2007 will be its 200th
Meeting. For this very important occasion a series of articles will be appearing in Lifeline
from August 2006 to June 2007.
The article below, written by Helen Laidlaw, is the seventh in the series.

A Potted History of the New Church in
Scotland
In 1998 the Society of the New Church at George
Street, Paisley, Scotland, celebrated the Bi-Centenary
of the New Jerusalem Church in Scotland. The following
is a little bit of the story of the earliest days up to the
present.
The very first ‘reader’ of the Writings in Scotland
appears to have been a Swedish gentleman who made
his home in Dalkeith, just outside of Edinburgh. He had
personally known Swedenborg and in 1810 it was noted
that he had been a reader for some 50 years.
We also know that in 1769, Dr Husband Messiter, an
eminent physician and one of Emanuel Swedenborg’s
personal friends in London, was requested by
Swedenborg to write to three Scottish professors of
Divinity at Edinburgh, Glasgow and Aberdeen
Universities and to enclose copies of his recent
publications. The books, of course, were in Latin. All
three Professors acknowledged receipt of the books
although we have no information as to their reaction to
them.
In the “Scots Magazine” for 1770 there is a fascinating
review of Swedenborg’s work on the nature of influx and
this was followed in 1772 by a review of True Christian
Religion in the same magazine.
Another interesting story is linked to a Scotsman called
James Glen who left his native land around 1780 to buy
and run a plantation in Demerara (Guyana.) On a trip
back to London the Captain of the ship told him about a
remarkable book which had come into his hands –
“Heaven and Hell”. James Glen afterwards declared
that the day he read the book was the happiest day of
his life. On his arrival in London he was delighted to
discover a small group of readers of Swedenborg’s
Writings. This was the very first group of New Church
people meeting to read and discuss Swedenborg’s
Writings and James Glen was to join them on several
occasions at the Inner Temple.
On his return to Demerara James Glen decided to go
via North America and he took a few of Swedenborg’s
books with him. However, a larger box of books was to
follow him to Philadelphia but as he had moved on by
the time the books arrived they found their way to a
public auction where they were bought by a Mr & Mrs
Bailey. Together with a few friends they became the first
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readers to study Swedenborg’s Writings and the first
New Church group in North America came into being.
So we have a Scotsman taking the knowledge of the
New Church to the new world.
However, the first small steps towards a visible New
Church presence in Scotland were taken around 1798
when two Englishmen, Messrs. Hands and Wright,
settled near Alloa to work a copper mine. (Alloa is a
short distance from Stirling). These gentlemen were
members of the early New Church organisation in
England and when they settled in Scotland they held
meetings in their homes to read and study
Swedenborg’s Writings and a small study circle was
formed.
From records we know that by the early 1800’s there
were a number of small groups throughout Scotland
who were reading the Writings of Swedenborg – the
earliest group being the one in Alloa, but by 1807 there
is mention of a group of readers in Paisley and also in
Edinburgh.
The group in Paisley, however, suffered a serious setback in 1808 when the thread industry in Paisley was
experiencing a period of depression and several of the
group emigrated to the neighbourhood of Detroit where
they set up a Society of the New Church. The group in
Paisley gradually built up its numbers again but another
serious depression followed in 1842 and about half the
group emigrated to the U.S.A. These emigrants appear
to have kept together and formed the nucleus of the
Society at Almont in Michigan. To this day there
remains a New Church Assembly and Retreat Centre in
Almont.
Knowledge of Swedenborg’s works spread in the West
of Scotland around 1809 when Alexander Paterson from
Glasgow (a Methodist) was visiting Edinburgh and had
a chance conversation with the gentleman who was the
Leader of the New Church group there. The two of them
started discussing matters of religion and Mr Paterson
returned to Glasgow with a supply of books which he
soon introduced to his family, friends and colleagues.
The 1800’s saw the various groups growing and
strengthening and from house groups they moved to
having public meetings for worship and in 1848 the
Paisley group purchased a meeting house in Barr
Street, while the Glasgow Society obtained their first
church building in Cathedral Street.

In the 1800’s Lectures were very popular and there are
many reports of Lecture Tours being undertaken by
various people, including a very successful tour by
Robert Hindmarsh who lectured in both Edinburgh and
Glasgow, to capacity crowds – 700 at one evening
meeting. He also reported that to try to meet the
demand he preached three times on the Sunday to
packed halls.
By 1860 the Society in Paisley was in a position to
consider moving to new premises and bought the
present building in George Street, Paisley from the
Wesleyan Methodists. Originally the Church had been
built for the benefit of workmen who were employed on
digging the local canal.
Until 1873 the Society was led by various Lay
Preachers but in that year, Rev Barlow, who was
Principal of the New Church College at the time,
accepted the pastorate of the Paisley Society.
Between 1877 and 1912 Church premises were
obtained in Alloa – Greenfield Place; two more churches
were built in Glasgow – Queens’ Drive (1889) and
Woodlands Road (1908) and Edinburgh obtained a
building for worship.
Many well-known names are associated with the New
Church in Scotland: The Rev J F Potts – the gentleman
who compiled the “Potts’ Concordance” - was minister
of the Cathedral Street Society for some twenty five
years before emigrating to America to devote his time
entirely to this work.

The extensive Library was to be much used and
appreciated during the Second World War when the
theological students who were studying at Woodford
Green were temporarily moved to Glasgow where their
studies continued using the premises at Woodlands
Road Church for their classes, under Rev E J Pulsford.

One of the outstanding occasions at Woodlands Road
Church was a reception given to Dr. Helen Keller on
22nd June 1932 when she spoke to a crowded gathering
of her love for the doctrines of the Church.
During an Annual Meeting in 1874 in Edinburgh it was
resolved to form a Union of the Societies of Glasgow,
Paisley, Edinburgh and Alloa, along with isolated
receivers of New Church Doctrines, to be called “The
Scottish Association of the New Church”. The object of
this new Association was “the spread of the Heavenly
Doctrines of the New Jerusalem, by means of Lectures
and Missions in the leading towns throughout Scotland
and also by any other means which may seem suitable
to create an interest in the Doctrines of the New
Church.”
The Scottish Association (which also acts as the Area
Council) is still the Outreach arm for the New Church in
Scotland.

There is a story of a wonderful piece of missionary work
connected to the Scottish Association. Around 1901 a
Mr Hugh Kennedy of Glasgow, who was a member of
the Cathedral Street Society, approached the Scottish
Association and stated that he had long had a wish to
For a time Rev. Potts had an assistant – a Mr Arthur
assist in the propagation of the Doctrines by the sale of
Faraday who is remembered to this day for the work he
books from a barrow on which he intended to display a
and his wife undertook in compiling an Index of all the
card worded: “The literature of the Second Advent of the
British New Church Periodicals between the years 1790
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.”
A barrow was
and 1881. It was a huge task but has possibly been
purchased and a selection of books was made by Rev J
even more appreciated since a group at Swedenborg
F Buss and Mr Kennedy and very soon he was a wellHouse typed and ordered the Index and finally, thanks
kent figure and dubbed “The Street Missionary.”
to Rev Norman Ryder, it has been made available ‘on
Around 1907 Mr Kennedy moved to a place near Oban
line.’
on the West Coast and
immediately resumed his
As
a
memorial
to
one man missionary
commemorate the 100th
Anniversary of the New
efforts. He lent books to all
Church in Glasgow a huge
the houses in the village
commitment was made to
and put some tracts and
set up a Central New
copies of Heaven and Hell
Church Reference Library
into the local library. In
at Woodlands Road
1909 he reported that he
Church in Glasgow. This
had distributed 600 tracts
task was enthusiastically
in the area – a wonderful
undertaken by Rev E J E
preparation for some
Schreck from Chicago
lectures which were given
who, although he only
by Rev C A Hall in 1911.
served at Woodlands Road
Mr Hall found an audience
for about one year,
already eager to hear
managed in that time to
more, keen to ask
Paisley New Church
catalogue and place a
questions
and very
large number of books.
affirmative in attitude.
It was the Rev Schreck who in the 1920s founded the
Purley Chase Summer School.
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Gradually, from the mid 1950’s the various Societies in
(Continued on page 8)

New Church Revolution and Evolution
(Continued from page 7)

Scotland have amicably amalgamated and the Church
at George Street Paisley has a membership drawn from
Queens’ Park, Woodlands Road and of course Paisley.
We are fortunate to be served by the Rev Robert A Gill,
who also conducts a Study Circle in Edinburgh.
In the early 1990’s a small group of interested readers
also began to meet in the town of Dumbarton, under the
leadership of the Rev Robert A Gill. In 1993 the group
was recognized by the General Conference as the
Dumbarton Circle. Regular meetings have continued to
be held since that time. Two members of this group
eventually began to study as dispersed learning
students of the New Church College, and one of them,
Esther Byrne, was ordained as a Conference minister in
2004. Esther has since been running a Community

Ministry in the Vale of Leven, just to the north of
Dumbarton.
Over the past decade we have taken part in “Doors
Open Day” in Paisley and many hundreds of people
have visited and enjoyed the building in George Street.
A rather plain exterior hides a simple but attractive
church with outstandingly beautiful stained glass
windows.
So if you ever visit Scotland, come along and join us for
worship – you will be made very welcome.

Helen Laidlaw

Swedenborg Birthday Pageant

At Conference in July 2006 the Committee on Auxiliary
Ministry (CAM) put on a pageant depicting
Swedenborg’s enlightenment and the revelation of what
happens when we die. This was thoroughly enjoyed by
those at Conference and Rev Gillian Gordon had the
bright idea that a similar drama might work well at the
annual Swedenborg Birthday Meeting hosted by the
Swedenborg Society in London.
Having gained acceptance to the idea she set about the
difficult job of pulling together willing ‘volunteers’ to take
part in the 7 scenes involved in the pageant and a
’director’ to lead the production. Then there was the
8

continued

Saturday 27th January

gathering together of costumes and props and
allocation of volunteers to parts. But there was no time
for any rehearsals prior to the date itself so on the
Saturday morning of the Birthday Meeting the cast
arrived from Bournemouth, Bradford, Brightlingsea,
Greenhill, Kensington, West Wickham and Michael
Church to get to grips with the pageant for the first time.
Judging by the positive and enthusiastic reception given
by the audience later in the afternoon the cast
succeeded beautifully in putting across the serious
content of the drama in an informal and entertaining
way.

News from the Churches
Paisley
At a recent Service in our Paisley Church, the
retirement of Miss Dorothy Turner as Church Secretary
was marked by words of thanks and a presentation.
Dorothy, now aged 89, had served as Church Secretary
for an unbroken period of twenty-four years. During this
time she conducted the Congregational business with
capable efficiency, courtesy and cheerfulness. After
verbal thanks had been expressed, the President of the
Congregation, Bill Johnstone, presented Dorothy with a
new Chambers Dictionary and a Waterman’s writing set.
The Minister, Revd Robert Gill, on behalf of the
Deacons Committee then presented Dorothy with a
copy of Lars Bergquist’s book, “Swedenborg’s Secret”.
(The occasion of the presentation is featured in the
photograph below).
Although Dorothy has retired as Church Secretary, she
continues to be active in the Paisley Church where she
remains both the principal organist and a deacon. In
addition to these important roles she is also the second
longest serving Honorary Life Member of Conference.
We extend to this remarkable lady our good wishes for
the future, which doubtless will continue to be filled with
useful activity.

In October the Rev Gillian Gordon asked us to donate
children's socks with a pound coin in the toe for ‘Love
Russia’. With Gillian's help, after a long trip up from
Bournemouth, we collected 122 pairs of socks and £153
towards shoes which will be bought in Russia.
In December we had our usual very busy and pleasant
morning when we raised £180 for ‘Centrepoint’.
Since 1993, we have held four charity mornings per
year as opposed to one every month. This year, 2006,
has been a record breaking year raising a total of £628,
with 2001 and 2004 both raising over £500 each.
We couldn't do it without the tremendous support we get
from our members and friends - so a big thank you to
you all. We are always open to suggestions for a charity
to support.
Bob and Kathy Jackson

Keighley
The strong winds in January took their toll on the hall
roof, removing and smashing 2 tiles on the gable end
facing Laycock. This is not the first time and probably
will not be the last, due to the exposure the buildings
have to the strong westerlies. The roof has been
repaired but has made a £235 dent in the church funds.

Rev Robert Gill
We now have 4 brand new cupboards in the hall, which
replace the 5 second-hand units we have been
managing with for some time in spite of poor sliding
doors. Now we have good security again for books and
equipment used by the Brownies, Rainbows, Sunday
school and Friendship Lunch groups. Thanks to all fund
raisers.
The first of 2 new external notice boards was erected
before Christmas, fortunately just before the heavy
winds started. The boards are symbolic of our faith, as
the message dates from 2000 years ago, but the
presentation is new!
Phillip Brooks

Derby
West Wickham
During 2006, on our monthly Saturday coffee mornings,
we raised almost £50 for church funds and £628 for
other nominated charities.
The first nominated charity was ‘Farm Africa". Elisabeth
and David Brooks chose this charity and it was due to
their hard work that £200 was raised for buying goats.
The June coffee morning was in aid of the ‘Royal
National Institute for the Deaf" when the sum of £95 was
raised.
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In February the Derby Study Group commences a
series of 10 lessons based on the two books of Samuel.
This will involve the study of one chapter, selected by
the leader, at each session. The lessons will begin with
the birth of Samuel himself and end with King David still
reigning over Israel and Judah in his old age. Each
lesson will be a 'one-off'. This will enable anyone to dip
in and out of the class sessions. As the spiritual sense
of these stories is continuous, the more regular
attendees will get most out of them - and the leader
most of all!. Anyone who wants to have a copy of the list
of chapters should ask Geoffrey Bentley.

Dnepropetrovsk and Crimean Swedenborg Societies
On the back page of the November 2004 issue of
Lifeline there was an article by Rev Norman Ryder on
the position of the Dnepropetrovsk Swedenborg
Society. Norman has now supplied the Editor of Lifeline
with a copy of a supplement published by Swedenborg
Publishers International on activity in 2006 and some
extracts are presented below.

Report of the Dnepropetrovsk & Crimean
Swedenborg Societies 2006
by Svetlana Manaenkova, Manager

This year was a very interesting period in the activity of
Dnepropetrovsk and Crimean Swedenborg Societies.
First of all the opening of the Swedenborg Centre in
Dnepropetrovsk (at the end of the last year) got
auspicious conditions for activation the work. The main
aims in foundation and opening the Swedenborg Centre
in Ukraine were:
•
•
•
•

the organising of the translating the Swedenborg
writings into Russian;
publishing and spreading his works in CIS area;
wide outreach activity;
holding the meetings and studying for those who
have an interest in Doctrine and want to study
Swedenborg' works.

At the beginning of this year the 2nd volume of Arcana
Caelestia was published at the biggest Russian Publish
House AST. It attracted the attention of more and more
new readers. Till the present time the following Russian
translations of Swedenborg writings done by the
translators of two societies were published:

Swedenborg Centre - outside notice
The opening of the Centre allowed starting the meetings
with people who are interested in Doctrine not only by
phone or by post, but personally. Many people who walk
along the street or even pass by car on the road also
come into the Centre with the question: "Who is
Swedenborg?" and these can receive the information
about his life and the Doctrine.
In September studies of the course "The Spiritual
World" began; it is based on book "Heaven and Hell"
and included several themes found there. All present
received the course questions for the first study. They
were very glad to start studying and expressed their
opinions that meetings devoted to specific theme of a
particular book will help them to understand the
Doctrine deeply. The proposal was made to gather once
in a month for such studies.

1. Apocalypse Revealed
2. Arcana Coelestia - I vol.
3. Arcana Coelestia - II vol.
4. Doctrine of Charity
5. Doctrine of Charity and Faith
6. Last Judgment. Continuation of the Last Judgment
7. Earths in the Universe
8. Prophets and Psalms
Now at the book shops there are around the complete
shelves of books of this author, in comparison with only
four-five years ago it was hardly possible to find even
one at the shops.
The translation work is continuing: the translation of the
1-8 chapters of Exodus from the Arcana Coelestia
(done by Helen Vozovyk from Crimean Society) is
approached to the end.
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Swedenborg Centre - attractive interior
We think that this year was very fruitful for our two
societies (Dnepropetrovsk and Crimean). The numbers
of followers of the Doctrine is growing; God leads them
to the Centre and we help them to know about the
Doctrine.

Would you like to help with an exiting new development
As the new Training and Development Officer for our
Church organisation I am working in several different
areas; one of the most exciting for me being the setting
up a programme of day retreats (workshop style)
around the country.
Let me explain a little further.

Pilot project
Between April and July there are 3 labyrinth day retreats
planned which will be evaluated over the summer, in
particular considering the strategies which have worked
best in attracting new people. We will then be ready to
roll out the programme around the country for the
autumn.

Aim of day retreat programme
Your help?
To provide a new type of activity to promote interaction
that leads to spiritual growth with a growing number of
people.
Who is it for?
People who perhaps do not normally attend Church but
who are interested in spiritual ideas and experiences.
Attending a day event will give new people the
opportunity to ‘put their toe in the water’.
Day retreat content
The day is a mix of teaching, discussion, activities, and
some quiet time to connect with God. The one planned
for 2007 by an experienced workshop team is entitled
‘Walking the Labyrinth – a Pathway to Wholeness’. This
will include a 20 foot canvas labyrinth for participants to
walk in a meditative way. Following the unicursal path
into the centre is a physical representation of going
within to the still centre of our soul where we can meet
God. Walking back out from the centre the participants
will be encouraged to meditate on the gifts they have
been given to take out into the world.
Resourcing
All the resources for leading the day will be provided for
you, including a leader. There will also be resources
available to sell to participants, to help them learn more.
It is planned to include in these resources for purchase,
an introductory 6 session course on spirituality
produced by SOLCe which people may choose to either
buy and study themselves or could be used to ‘seed’ a
new group if sufficient people are interested.

If the idea of hosting one of these Saturday retreats for
spiritual enquirers interests you then I would love to
hear from you. All you will be required to do is find
suitable premises, work with myself on advertising it in
your locality (I can supply the posters and flyers), take
bookings and act as host on the day. A leader for the
day and all the resources will be provided for you. You
will be helping to spread the Lord’s love and wisdom to
those who are searching in their lives - what a wonderful
opportunity! Even if you do not wish to be involved this
autumn with the Labyrinth workshop the theme for the
2008 programme will be linked to symbols/
correspondences so you may wish to let me know of
your interest now, in order to get booked into the 2008
calendar. I look forward from hearing from you.
Thanks
I would personally like to thank the day retreat team
(Helen Brown, Mary Duckworth, Rita Russell and David
Lomax) for all their ideas, help with planning and
support in putting together this first day retreat.
Helen Newton
Training and Development Officer
01244 332239
Please note Helen’s new email address:
helen.newton@spiritualwisdom.org

Follow up
These day events will be co-ordinated with other areas
of our work such as the creation of new resources (e.g.
DVD’s, books, leaflets etc), the Spiritual Wisdom web
site and retreats at Purley Chase in order for
participants to be able to link in to a range of other
sources of both spiritual ideas and spiritual experience.
Our vision of a ‘network of individuals and groups ...‘ will
start to become a reality when people who have
enjoyed a day retreat (or Purley weekend) wish to keep
in touch with us and attend future events. To this end, a
new database of contacts will be created.
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Labyrinth at Chartres Cathedral

Sacred Dance Weekends 2007
www.purleychasecentre.org.uk

JUNE

1st - 3rd June 2007

Theme:
Leaders:

‘A journey of Returning to the Source of Life’
Patricia Russell, Rita Russell

We are all on a journey. A journey of regeneration, a mission to move ever closer to our Lord, to follow his
guidance and come to know him as our Saviour and Friend. When we recognise that our Lord of the Dance
is the source and centre of all life, we can dance the spiral towards this source of love and light, so returning
to the place of our creation and our everlasting home.
SEPTEMBER

14th - 16th September 2007

Theme:
Leaders:

‘Breath of Life’
Mary Duckworth, Rita Russell

With a renewed Purley Chase comes a new breath of life, the breathing in of a new beginning, the coming
into being of new life.
This weekend we shall imagine ourselves at the time of the creation of human life when ‘the Lord God
formed man from the dust of the ground and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and man became a
living being.’ (Genesis 2. 7) We will explore what it is to be a human being filled with God’s breath, breathing
in the life he offers us every moment.

Cost (for each event): £70 - £85
Bookings (including a minimum £25 deposit) should be made to:

Gwendolen Rowe
22 Florist Street
Keighley
West Yorks
BD21 4DY
01535 604986
gwendolen.rowe@tesco.net

Please note that full payment will be required 1 month in advance of the event.
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